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Empowering Students With Better

English Communication Skill

Innovative Learning Company
of The Year 2018
SpeakToday.com is an award winning company based in Bangalore, India.
Apart from broadcast media news channels like CNBC, News9 and many
more media publications Including Bangalore Mirror (Times of India),
Deccan Chronical, The Hindu, Rajasthan Patrika etc. This year SpeakToday
received a prestigious– Innovative Learning Company of the Year 2018
award at Taj Vivanta by EdTechReview India. Today, SpeakToday has
successfully skilled more than 100,000 learners across India and other
countries across the globe.
We’ve tremendously helped improve English communication skills by
offering them a practical interface to correct learner’s pronunciation and
allow them practice speaking online anytime 24/7 using speech recognition
technology. Learners participate in group discussions with global learners.
SpeakToday is unique, innovative and offers two-way language learning.

Effective English communication skill is the
key to a successful career for students.
Today, students find it difficult to equip themselves with the skills to communicate in
English effectively. Whether it is for attending an interview, a group discussion or to
deliver a presentation at workplace. Lack of English communication skill clouds the true
potential of a bright student.
More than the acquired skill in their own domain, the need to communicate effectively in
English is highly desired in today’s competitive world. The need of effective learning
techniques made us create and introduce SpeakToday spoken English learning
program in India, for India and global learners.

Speak Today Spoken English Course Process
1.

Every participant must go through our preliminary English
assessment test for language proficiency. It will be an
interactive English speaking test online. They need to answer
all questions by speaking using headphone with instant result
of the assessment test.

2.

Based on their online results, separate batches are planned
for learners at different levels.

3.

The course includes upto 90hrs of learning and speaking
practice modules spread across 6-9 months of learning.
Course is focused to correct pronunciation and build
confidence to speak English fluently.

4.

Speak Today conducts online real-time classes. These are in
HD video conference based classes and participants can also
interact with tutor. We will help you prepare your strategy and
pricing structure for courses offered from your education
system.

5.

Detailed progress report for training managers.

6.

Course completion certificate on successful completion.

Speaking practices with Animated Characters
-Using Headphone with Microphone.

World’s First VIRO Meter
-Instant Result on Spoken English word’s accuracy.

Hundreds of Explainer Videos
-Interactive learning videos with regional language support in Kannada and many
other languages support.

ಕನ್ನಡ ಮೂಲಕ
Kannada to English Learning for easy understanding.

Contact us
Connoiseur Electronics Pvt. Ltd.
#12, 13th Main,12th Cross, HAL II Stage,Bangalore-560 008.
Tel: +91-80-41152203 - 05
Product Website: http://www.connoiseur.com
Note: Please visit our website for more videos and
explanations about course and their features.

